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The Industrial Mobilization of World War II
America Goes To War

by LTC (Ret) Thomas D. Morgan 

Few people today can imagine the dark days that
followed the catastrophe at Pearl Harbor. The
nearness of peril seemed to overshadow
Washington, D.C. There were reports that the
coastlines of the United States were under
imminent threat of invasion by Japan or Germany.
Enemy submarines prowled American waters off
both coasts. Fort Stevens at the mouth of the
Columbia River in Oregon and a beach near Santa
Monica, California received token shellings by a
Japanese submarine. The public did not know that
the once powerful US Pacific Fleet had suffered a
near fatal knockout blow at Pearl Harbor and
would not be able to take the offensive action for
some time. In short, the United States could only
undertake desperate delaying actions against its
enemies until accelerated war production
replenished the great arsenal of democracy.

The Interwar Years
World War I taught Americans that it was not

enough to have the potential for producing large
quantities of war materiel. A certain amount of
effective planning had to accompany that potential,
because—in essence—the United States fought
World War I with materiel purchased or borrowed
from the French and British. Our poor industrial
mobilization record in that war is highlighted by
the fact that during 1917 the federal government
ordered 50,000 artillery pieces from domestic
industry, yet only 143 were finished in time to be
used on the battlefield before the armistice.

December 7, 1941 - The U.S.S. West Virginia,
above (National Archives, image no. 80-G-19947),
and the U.S.S. Arizona, below (U.S. Navy Interim
Archives/Getty Images) burn following the
Japanese aerial attack on Pearl Harbor.



During the decades of peace that followed,
the Planning Branch of the War Department
and the Army and Navy Munitions Board
were charged with the planning for any future
mobilization of the nation’s resources. The
result of this planning was an Industrial
Mobilization Plan (IMP) of 1930 that was
revised several times up to 1939. There were
also two other plans to facilitate the country’s
transition from peace to war: the military
mobilization or Protective Mobilization Plan
(PMP) and the Procurement Plan to obtain
necessary equipment for the Army. The IMP
made famous the designation of “M-Day.” But
as the countdown to war progressed, M-Day
never came. It was preempted by a series of
measures and events culminating with
declarations of war after Pearl Harbor.

The Preparedness Program
With the beginning of World War II in

Europe in September 1939, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt started the IMP – the
result of industrial multinational planning
during the lean interwar years. The Protective
Mobilization Plan began with Roosevelt’s
proclamation on 8 September 1939 of a
limited national emergency. This step enabled
the president to strengthen national defense
within the limits of peacetime authorizations.

The U.S. Army at that time totaled less
than 190,000 men and ranked seventeenth
among armies of the world, just behind the
army of Rumania. In 1939 the Army Air
Corps had 20,000 men and 1,700 mostly
obsolete aircraft. President Roosevelt called
for a productive capacity of 50,000 planes per
year. Over the next five years, 310,000
aircraft would be produced for the Air Corps
and for the Allies. Productive mobilization
lasted until December 1941, when full
mobilization went into effect after Pearl
Harbor.

As the war clouds gathered over Europe in
August 1939, President Roosevelt created the
War Resources Board (WRB) to advise the
Army and Navy Munitions Boards (ANMB) on
policies relevant to war mobilization. The
board was comprised chiefly of “big business”
members, rather than labor or consumer
groups.

By 1940 the United States had a well-equipped
Navy, skeleton Army, great reserves of military
and industrial manpower, a small munitions
industry, good manufacturing facilities that could
be converted to war production, many vitally
needed raw materials, and great scientific and
engineering skills. But having the biggest
industrial establishment in the world did not make
the nation the strongest militarily. Blitzkrieg
tactics emphasized the role of tanks and aircraft in
modern warfare. The U.S. Army had about 500
tanks, none of them heavy tanks, and not all
combat effective. Still, in his autobiographical
manifesto, Mein Kampf (My Struggle), Adolf Hitler
had speculated about the American Colossus.

In 1916 President Woodrow Wilson had created
the cabinet-level Council of National Defense,
which in turn established the National Defense
Advisory Council (NDAC). Reactivated in May
1940 under the Office of Emergency Management,
the NDAC replaced the WRB, which had done its
job and made its recommendations during the
protective mobilization period.

The NDAC became unwieldy after Dunkirk and
the Fall of France in June 1940 because of
demands for foreign aid, both for the Allies and for
the accelerated internal U.S. mobilization. Before
the NDAC was replaced by the Office of Production
Management (OPM) in the latter half of 1941,
however, the NDAC had helped launch a $9 billion
expansion program that gave industrial production
a tremendous boost.

All Aid Short of War
The Lend Lease Act of March 1941 had its

origins in the Blitz bombing of London after
Dunkirk and in the German-Italian-Japanese Pact.
The U.S. government obligated itself to
reequipping the British Expeditionary Force for
the defense of the British Isles. Seven million
Enfield rifles, 8,250 tanks and antitank guns,
3,400 antiaircraft guns, 2,100 artillery pieces, and
other equipment and ammunition were ordered
from the “arsenal of democracy” to equip and
maintain a force of ten new British divisions. The
cost was $7 billion, but financially strapped Great
Britain could not pay. The arms and equipment,
therefore, were lent to the British by terms of the
Lend-Lease Act. It established foreign aid as an
essential feature of rearmament, mobilization,
hemispheric defense, and –ultimately—victory in a
global war.



The Industrial Mobilization Plan had
assumed that a state of war would exist before
large-scale procurement became necessary.
Suddenly the United States began rearming
Great Britain and trying to build up its
domestic defenses at the same time. It was
natural that conflicts would result in trying to
balance war materials and civilian goods. The
Office of Production Management, a stronger
agency than the NDAC, tried to solve the
problems, but the shortages of raw materials
(especially crude rubber) grew, and stockpiling
became necessary. Nevertheless, Lend-Lease
and domestic mobilization gave the nation
substantial advantages. The wartime
industrial base received an early start on
expansion. Expansion in turn stimulated the
economy and ended the lingering effects of the
Great Depression. American-made equipment
became a standard for the Allies, and the
United States would receive “reverse Lend-
Lease” aid in other theaters of the war.

The Victory Plan
The armed forces expanded rapidly with the

aid of the nation’s first peacetime draft in
September 1940. Munitions output soared as
civilian industry converted to defense
production. However, vexing issues of priority
arose, and problems appeared in the form of
material shortages, wage and price distortions,
labor, labor migration, industrial unrest, and
inflation. The Protective Mobilization Plan
could not compete with Lend-Lease and with
the demands of domestic mobilization. In the
summer of 1941, therefore, President Roosevelt
tasked Secretary of War Henry J. Stimson to
determine overall production requirements and
to establish objectives to defeat all potential
enemies.

As a staff officer in the War Plans Division,
Maj. Albert C. Wedemeyer received the task of
constructing a broad blueprint for American
participation in a possible war against the
Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis. Wedemeyer developed
a specific war scenario emphasizing a “Europe
first” approach and an outline plan for
mobilizing and employing the nation’s
resources in an all-out effort.

Known as the “Victory Plan,” Wedemeyer’s
creation called for the mobilization of some ten
million men, the organizing and equipping of
modern expeditionary forces, and the rapid
deployment of industrial capacity to prepare
these forces for action. The Victory Plan was a
comprehensive statement of American strategy
that served as a fundamental planning
document in preparing the country for war.
This plan, with adjustments made after Pearl
Harbor, became official Washington’s guide for
mobilization of manpower and material and for
global deployment of forces.

The president declared an unlimited national
emergency on 27 May 1941 and announced aid
to the Soviet Union after the German invasion
that June. The Atlantic Charter, announced in
mid-August 1941, further marked the
transition from peace to war. By 7 December
1941, military programs were approaching full-
scale wartime proportions. The Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor solidified public opinion
and the focused will of the nation. After that
attack, the emphasis on war production
changed from a “defense program” to a “victory
program.” On 8 January 1942, Roosevelt
announced new goals for this victory program
that included greatly increased rates of
production for airplanes, tanks, vehicles, guns,
and shipping.

Albert C. Wedemeyer developed of 
the Victory Plan as a major in 1941, 
shown here in 1943 as a general 
officer.  (U.S. Military Academy)



A new wartime organization, the War
Production Board (WPB), provided
guidance for the victory program. Headed
by a single chairman (Donald M. Nelson),
the WPB superseded the Office of
Production Management. The WPB
continued throughout the war, mobilizing
industrial capacity for manufacturing
weapons and supplies for modern war. The
critical year for industrial mobilization was
1942. By December 1942 war industry
plants were averaging nearly ninety work
hours per week.

In 1943, as the tide turned toward victory
on the battlefield, there arose the fear of
excess plant availability for military
production. Expansion of manufacturing
capacity was not always matched by a
comparable expansion of the production of
raw materials, resulting in some shortages
of ores and nonmetallic items. Manpower,
not a problem earlier because of high
national unemployment, became a
limitation on output as full, wartime
employment was reached. In 1943 in the
face of these new realities, the Office of War
Mobilization was created as a new
coordinating authority over the entire
economic mobilization program.

The year 1944 was one of production
readjustments as ultimate victory came into
view. The Office of War Mobilization and
Reconversion emerged to start planning the
transition from war to peacetime. Victory
came a year later in 1945.

The industrial mobilization of the United
States fell into four distinct periods: (1) May
1940 to the autumn of 1943, the buildup
phase; (2) late 1942 to March 1945,
sustainment of high levels of production; (3)
April to August 1945, maintenance of
necessary war production levels while
providing for the orderly resumption of civil
production; and (4) post-August 1945,
wholesale reconversion of the economy to
peacetime.

Washington, D.C., March 7, 1942. Donald Nelson,
Chairman of the War Production Board meets with the
nation's labor leaders to discuss plans for the production
drive. Left to right: William Green, President of the AFL
(American Federation of Labor); Donald Nelson,
Chairman of the War Production Board; Phillip Murray,
President of the CIO (Congress of Industrial
Organizations). (Library of Congress)

Controls
A staff of approximately 100 was required in June

1940 to administer the National Defense Advisory
Council. The Office of Production, successor to the
NDAC, had almost 8,000 employees after Pearl
Harbor. A year later, the War Production Board had
23,000 employees. At the peak of war procurement,
30,000 War Department civilian personnel were
involved in inspecting military procurement
activities.

It was not until Donald Nelson was appointed
head of the War Production Board by President
Roosevelt that all groups, i.e., labor, business,
government, education, and the military, were
harnessed effectively for the war effort. The WPB
worked by democratic collaboration, using
negotiation, compromise, delegation, and individual
initiative to achieve a common objective. Democratic
participation in individual mobilization during
World War II required a “defense in depth” that
reached from individual homes and factories to the
battlefields overseas. This meant production by all
elements of the economy in industrial mobilization,
while preserving individual initiative and a sense of
justice within the limits imposed by the war
emergency.

https://www.loc.gov/resource/fsa.8b02197/


The Achievement
The United States became in a real sense the

arsenal of democracy during World War II,
producing about 40 percent of the world’s total
munitions during the critical years 1943-44. The
actual dollar expenditure of the U.S. government
during the conflict was $337 billion. The
Manhattan Project alone engaged the services of
100,000 workers and cost more than $2 billion.
Although factors other than supplies were
important in bringing ultimate victory, the
preponderance of Allied munitions—provided by
American industry—was a decisive factor in the
war’s outcome. Occasional shortages of material
on the battlefield sometimes hindered military
operations, yet none of them could be traced
conclusively to a production failure on the home
front.

War production was less than 2 percent of the
total gross national product (GNP) in 1939, but
reached a peak of 44 percent in 1944, a year in
which consumer purchases of goods and services
actually rose. Manufacturing, mining, and
construction industries doubled their production
between 1939 and 1944. The overall production
capacity of the nation increased 60 percent and
steel production doubled. Imports of crude
materials from 1940 to 1944 were 140 percent of
the 1939 rate. As noted earlier, industries
operated, on average, 90 hours a week, compared
to a prewar average of 40 hours.

By 1944 there were 18.7 million more people at
work in the United States than in 1939: the
armed services expanded by 11 million, while
civilian labor added 7 million to the domestic
labor force. Between 1939 and 1944 worker
productivity grew by 25 percent, thanks to
increased efficiency, new plants and
manufacturing equipment, improved production
techniques, application of mass production
methods, and the incentive provided by the
urgency of winning the war. Manpower, which
had not been a critical problem during the
defense buildup phase, when unemployment was
common, became the most significant limitation
on output until the war’s end.

The automobile industry was the heart of
American industry at the start of World War II. It
was the greatest reservoir of technical and
mechanical talent and inventive skill ever
assembled.

By the end of the war, it had produced 75
percent of the aircraft engines, more than one-
third of all machine guns, 80 percent of all
tanks and tank parts, 50 percent of all diesel
engines, and 100 percent of the vehicles that
motorized the Army. The greatest production
success was in aircraft. In 1939, 5,865 planes
were produced. In 1944 aircraft production had
risen to 96,318.

Aircraft Production
Year Number Produced
1939 5,865
1940 12,804
1941 26,277
1942 47.836
1943 85,898
1944 96,318

At the Tehran Conference in 1943, Marshal
Joseph Stalin proposed a toast, saying that
without American war production “our victory
would have been impossible.” That production
accounted for 310,000 planes, 124,000 ships of
all types, 41 billion rounds of ammunition,
100,000 tanks and armored vehicles, 2.4 million
other vehicles, 434,000 tons of steel, and 36
billion yards of cotton textiles.

A skeleton army of less than 200,000 in 1939
had grown by 1944 to more than 8 million men
in 89 combat divisions, plus a large Air Corps.
Instead of borrowing or buying from the Allies,
as was done in World War I, American
production lines turned out the needed
materiel.

From left to right: Joseph Stalin, Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, and Winston Churchill on the portico of 
the Russian Embassy during the Tehran 
Conference. (Photo US Army)



America’s World War II Production Achievement
Item Quantity

Battleships 10
Aircraft carriers 27
Escort carriers 110
Submarines 211
Cruisers, destroyers, escorts 907
Locomotives 7,500
Artillery guns, howitzers 41,000
Landing craft of all types 82,000
Tanks 88,000
Aircraft 310,000
2 1/2 -ton trucks 806,073
Rifles, carbines 12,500,000

American industry made an overwhelming
contribution to the eventual victory, and this effort
transformed the nation forever.

Epilogue
The War Production Board’s principal achievement

was the mobilization of America’s industry during the
war. In November 1945 the Civilian Production
Administration (CPA) replaced the WPB.

The task of the CPA was to ease the transition from
war to peacetime civilian production.

The country had faced the problems of organizing
the private and public resources of a free nation
without any real precedent for a guide. When the
nation returned to peace, the mechanisms for
democracy were unimpaired.

The lessons learned from mobilization for World War
II prompted postwar legislation to ease the process in
the future, i.e., the National Security Act of 1947, the
National Industrial Reserve Act of 1947, and the
Strategic and Critical Material Stockpiling Act of 1948.

Sadly, national defense suffered again before the
next conflict in Korea. The Army demobilized rapidly,
going from over 8 million soldiers in 89 divisions in
1945 to 660,000 in 1948. Even the 660,000 number
could not hide the fact that by the late 1940s, the Army
had become a hollow force with unmanned or
understrength units. Toward the end of 1947, U.S.
Army Deputy Chief of Staff, General J. Lawton Collins,
told Congress that the Army could not at that time
mobilize a single combat-ready division.

LTC (Ret) Thomas D. Morgan, USA, has
worked for the Battle Command Training
Program at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas and now
resides in Steilacoom, Washington.
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LEWIS ARMY MUSEUM NEWS
M4A1 Sherman Tank Refresh

By Ronald C. Powell , LTC 

From July 28th to the 30th 2021 three volunteers descended on
the M4A1 Sherman Tank at the Lewis Army Museum for a paint
job and refresh. They started this process in April after getting
approval from the museum director and securing participation
from the Puget Sound Military Vehicle Collector’s Club
(PSMVCC).

Ivan Urnovitz (PSMVCC newsletter editor) and club member
Larry Lucas (A Vietnam veteran) drove all the way from their
homes in Spokane. Along with Ron Powell (museum volunteer),
they spent the first 2 days pressure washing, paint treating,
sanding, cleaning and other prep work to get the Sherman ready
for paint. Ron provided some era-correct, early WW2 34087 olive
drab. On Friday the tank was painted and it was back to looking
like it might have been in 1942 with a “motorpool” refresh.

How long will the paint job last? Pacific Northwest weather is
pretty hard on equipment so the team added some special
touches to harden the paint and make it more resistant to
weather.

About this tank: Did you know this is an early rare M4A1
Sherman, and with a serial number of only 734, it may be the
fifth known early production numbered tank of its vintage to be
produced. The volunteers verified and documented the existing
markings and bumper numbers against museum records and
preserved them accordingly. The next step will be to apply
stencils and markings in precisely the same location.

The volunteers also took the time to power wash the M24
Chaffee. Everything was done in time for the Living History
Weekend event.

We have to give credit to Ivan for providing the real leadership
behind this effort. He’s been in close contact with the museum for
months. Each volunteer spent about 27 man hours on this work.
With appropriate funding the potential exists to refresh other
macro artifacts as well. The crew has their eye on one of the
missile systems and are already talking about how good it will
look with a fresh coat.

Living History Weekend

A fantastic group of living history interpreters and many
enthusiastic guests made Living History Weekend, 31 July – 1
August, 2021, a great success. Photos on back page.
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The Banner is printed four times a year and is mailed to all
members of The Friends of the Fort Lewis Military Museum. Articles
may be submitted to the Editor or left with the Director of the Lewis
Army Museum. The Friends assume no responsibility for
unsolicited manuscripts or other materials submitted for
publication. Contents copyrighted by The Friends; contact the
Editor for permission to reproduce any portion.

Editor……………..……………………….Karolyn A. Bredberg
Assistant Editors…. ……….……….....Heidi Pierson

LTC (Ret.) Donald A. Simpson
COL (Ret.) Paul Knoop

Visit the Friends web site for more 
information and purchases from the 

Cannon Shop.
http://fortlewismuseum.com

Friends of the Fort Lewis 
Military Museum
PO Box 331001
JBLM, WA  98433-1001

Scenes from LIVING HISTORY WEEKEND, 
31 JULY – 1 AUGUST 2021
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